BORUCKI, Bill KEPLER SETI Aug 29 2012

before the lecture:  Bill tells me they've secured 4 more years of money  (but at a reduced rate)...
will have to outsource some of their data analysis. (so, total funding for 7.5 years, since start in 2009)
Money to go to 2016.

I sit next to Seth Shostak  : Seth takes pix of Bill.

intro by Adrian Brown...
Bill is interested in lighening in planetary. atmospheres... (among other things)

Start of lecture:

want to know eta-Earth in Drake eqn...  (freq of earth like planets)

determ freq of earth-size and larger planets in habitable zone

determine size and orbital period distribution of planets around stars.

He explains the FORMATION of planetary systems

Planets form by DISK CONDENSATION

disk formation explains why all solar system planets are in prograde orbits that lie in nearly the same plane
and have their spin axes aligned with their orbital axis and the spin axis of the star.
(He says later.... spin axes of stars have been known (in many cases) for many decades.)

(continuing to talk abt planet formation) 

planets move faster than the surrounding gas and dust... (they have more kinetic energy)

planets  (like a motor boat in a lake) LOSE kinetic energy and momentum as they generate waves in the dust.

planets CAN be lost if they migrate (drop) into the star.

BUT... when the star becomes fully luminous, the dust and gas are blown away
(and then the orbit of the planet stabilizes   (the lake has disappeared)).

HABitable ZONE:  not too hot, not too cold, just right for water to pool.

(Sun is abt 100X radius of Earth...  my memory of it)

he presents the transit method  (cannot actually SEE the planet... it's too dim)

earths are much easier to detect when UV light is blocked....

the orbital period is typically precise to 1 part in 100,000  (even more than that)

that's how they get rid of noise due to  sun spots and plages. (pronounced like sur la plage)
(which also cause the intenity of the star to vary... but they are NOT periodic with any precision)

big data analysis  (John Jenkins leads effort... here at SETI... 
supercomputer clusters  to do data fitting)

CCD detector is a square foot....!!!  has saphire ? lens.  v expensive  and extensively researched

telescope is a 95 cm  Schmidt Corrector.

can tell AGES of stars....  (? didn't say how)

big supercomputer center at AMES... does data analysis...


launch on March 6, 2009... Delta rocket...  Kepler is the size of VW bus;  delta rocket is quite reliable.

53 week, Earth-trailing orbit...

he says... in 50 years... put it in Air and Space Museum on the Moon 
 (it will again be close to Earth cuz of its trailing orbit, so will be relativ. easy to go fetch it
and put it in a museum);


close to 100 Kepler exoplanets confirmed as of  today  (almost 41 confirmed in past 2 weeks).. CONFIRMED....
candidates > 2600.  (confirmation is difficult ... laborious and requires  observation time on
big earthly scopes like KECK on Mauna Kea  (cannot directly viz... need to do Doppler)

Jupiter is 11X  earth radius....

he shows 8 exoplanets confirmed that are bigger than Jupiter...
(that was not supposed to be possible)

Neptune is 3.8X earth radii.


they've found 246  earth-sized planets (candidates  (as of feb 27 2012)...


most interested in ones in the habitable zone...

found 30 to 40 of those (as of feb 27)...? confirmed or candidates.

they measure the TEMPER. of the atmosphere... (not the surface)

Kepler-22b  first Kepler planet confirmed in the habitable zone...
(some rock.. some gas)
if density is 5-6 its like earth; if density is 1... its gaseous.

why is there a PEAK in number of planets found at 3 days  of orbital period???... can hold it in a PARKING ORBIT
(cuz of transfer of momentum... tidal locking with the star)

the fall off in periods is partially due to decrease prob. of detecting them cuz of decr. prob of occultation...
(but later he says that when you correct for that, the fall off is far less, and in fact, if you look at
LOG of distance (eg in AUs) then the # of planets discovered actually increases with log distance from star!!!  (but they're in
early stages, cuz those long period planets will take much more observing time to confirm.

******

366 transiting multi-candidate systems have been found in the kepler data...

Venus... can melt lead; hotter than a pizza oven...

planets infterfere with one another  and we can get the masses...

our solar system... prob devel by MIGRATION of planets to their present orbits.

he shows TATOOINE...
in his day,   planets were not supposed to from around binaries...
they detected them .... v hard to detect cuz of bizzare orbital periods of those planets
and biz. orbits.  (hard to do eqn fitting)

Kepler 16b....first discoverd planet around a binary star system...
(man who discovered it is in our room.)

just discovered another pair of planets  yesterday around a double star...
sizes are 3 radii and 4.6 radii
orb periods of 49.5 and ? 400 days....

1971  Frank ROSENBLATT  (Cornell, Perceptron inventor)  
wrote a paper abt using photometry to discover planets
(he drowned in canoeing accident in 1971)  using transit photometry...

1984  Borucki and Summers  pub paper on it...

1984 to 92:  prototype photometers...

he tried to make photometers for a DECADE!!!!
many failures... (this was a prolonged, heroic effort (reminiscent of Edison and the light bulb)
this is very hard tech. to get to work in that day....   detector has to be at cryo temp to suppress noise.
then... how to get light to the frozen detector.  they used fiber optics.. but the bending of the fibers
exerted a filter effect.

1992  first discov. of an extrasolar planetary solar system by Wolszczan and Frail in Nature)
gave impetus to project but...

1994 proposal rejected... ("we can't fly this contraption
... you haven't even shown that the thing works on the ground")

1996  name was FRESIP but got changed to KEPLER  (by  Dave Koch, Carl Sagan and Jill Tarter)

but proposal was rejected anyway... nobody had done it before (too risky for NASA - did not want to be embarrased.)

went to LICK Observ  to do proof of concept...

needed to show they cud do 10 parts per million delta intensity.

must control  pointing better than HUBBLE!!!

if wiggle of a millipixel, it creates 17 parts per million change in intensity...

got started with design in 2000 with intial funding; it was accepted, along with DAWN...

launch in March 2009...

2010  first discoveries
2011...  some planets we can actually SEE their LIGHT, they r so bright!

*************************  The FUTURE

Keplers results are needed to help plan future missions...


Missions to examine the nearest stars for planets:
SIM, Tess, Eureka, Plato....  most prob funding  TESS and Plato....
(see TESS in Wiki)

next mission ... look at composition of atmospheres...


use OCCULTERS  (30 to 100 feet... 30k to 100k miles away)

actually SEE the planets light  (look over the edge of the occulter)


phase-induced amplitude apodization  PIAA
(See the pdf from national academies online... it is stunning!!!... 
occulters;  external coronagraphs)

now can actually see the light from an exoplanet


photons per second  (24th to 26th magnit objects)


next step... determine the composition of exoplanet atmospheres

look for CO2 and H2O...


can also use  photometry to determine lengthof day, surface type, weather...
by brightness...
jungle vs desert vs ice...

Ford, Seager, and Turner in Nature 2001  (Sarah Seager)...


how to find moons around gas giants  (look just as they are at periphery and look for a dip in brightness of the planet)

Maunder Minimum... every ? 350 years...  glaciers  come down out of mountains...
in response to Q abt star phases...



Q how do clouds affect determ of weahter  A... they DO  (unfortun)...
also, this is photons per seconds... so takes a LONG time to accumulate this data...

Q  Ken lum... how long will u go  (and  in your wildest dreams)

orig mission... 4 years...
really need to look for 8 years

funded for 3.5 years...

they have secured funding for 4 more years (total of 7.5 years!!!)
longer u look the higher the S to N ratio!!  small planets come out of the noise
(our sun is unusually quiet.... =>  much less variability in intensity than similar stars =>
easier to detect planets around Sol  (they used it as a model, but most stars they observe
are noisier =>  signal is harder to detect.

CCD employs a foot squate of ? perfect saphire ? lens
(recall they must detect signal of only 10 parts in a million)

I ask him abt role of JWST in exoplanet confirmation.
He says, it will mainly be useful for large hot planets they emit IR.
But, he says, young PhDs  (similar to his) may be able to figure out new ways of using it
to detect smaller planets.  (eg he did not think that Kepler could be used to do ? planetary masses,
etc.  but his team of youngsters figured it out.

They have expendables up to 2019... detection really improves if you can go way out like that
(get more orbits)

I ask him abt PRC (with all their money) getting involved:  he says
right now at this moment they are hosting the Intl Astronom Union Meeting in Beijing,
so they are def. interested in astronomy.

I ask him abt a possib  Kepler 2... simply pointing at a difft star field...
no plans for that, but he is def interested...
star field in Cygnus may be special... difft metalicity than others... may be from
small galaxy that Milky Way merged with.   This is looking tangentially  (? in the plane of
the milky way).  He is inter in looking orthogonally at other star fields.




